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Abstract—In modern passive network measurement, flow-based analyses have been widely used. In this paper, we regard ‘hosts’ as aggregations of flows, and investigate host rather than flowbased measurements. We show that analyzing host behaviors contribute significantly to better understanding of network behavior, thus it is a feasible study that should be of interest to both researchers and network operators. By empirically exploring two university edge networks, our findings suggest that up to 40% of the unique hosts re-enters the network, and many of those tend to do so within three hours. Furthermore, at least 20% of all hosts are active for between 0.1s and 10s, and only a quarter of the hosts stay in the network for more than 10s. Additionally, many hosts are identified as abnormal, producing many flows despite being short-lived. Lastly, we examine the correlations between numerous host attributes to find relationships; for instance, host size and size-rate are highly positive-correlated. Keywords - passive measurement, host behaviors, lifetime, reentry, correlations



I.



INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND



Internet measurement is still a discipline in its infancy, but it holds a vital key to the health of the current and future Internet [4]. In a typical passive measurement analysis, a network traffic meter is often used to monitor the packets, where packets can either be inbound (to the edge network) or outbound (to the edge network’s service provider). Many network measurements work by capturing each packet in ‘trace’ files for later processing, for example accumulating packets into flows so as to monitor network usage. Although the actual monitoring process could differ vastly depending on the purpose of the analysis, packets are usually grouped according to common characteristics. Early work done in [7] used packet-train models to group packets with a specific number of inter-arrival times (e.g., 500ms); better parameterized models were investigated in [6], and these groups are what we now call flows. Many flow definitions exist, but the most commonly used definition is the flow representation of 5tuple packets: ‘a series of packets that have the same source IP address, destination IP address, source port, destination port and protocol’ is regarded as a single flow. If one of these five attribute values is different, then the packet belongs to a different flow. Additionally, flows are assumed to expire when packets for those flows are no longer seen (e.g., after 64 seconds) [6]. In a typical measurement, per-flow analysis has various advantages over per-packet analysis since a single flow (often regarded as a ‘connection’) represents a group of the same 5-tuple packets, and holds abstract information such as the flow duration and sizes. Recently, there have been broad 1-4244-1557-8/07/$25.00 ©2007 IEEE



research into analyzing flow behaviors and patterns, for example, flow lifetimes [3, 5], rates [13], ranks [12] and anomalies [2, 9]. Additionally, in an edge network setup, a traffic meter will observe two types of flows: one-way (packets travelling in only one direction) and two-way (packets travelling both ways) flows [10]. We find that often more than 90% of the total traffic is carried in two-way TCP flows, transferring packets in both directions. Thus, one-way flows are usually identified as malicious flows because a recipient host rejecting their request packets. These malicious flows could also change the flow lifetime distributions significantly. Such flows are unwanted and could degrade network performance. In our initial analysis, we observe that a single host can produce multiple flows (e.g., outbound proxy server), but many hosts may produce only a few flows (e.g., inbound DNS server). This is not surprising since analyzing flows alone may not give sufficient detail about host relationships. For instance, malicious one-way flows are often produced by a few (dominant) hosts, and servers that produce numerous two-way flows are usually busy hosts such as web, DNS or proxy servers. In our review of existing research, we find that previous studies are either based on per-packet or per-flow measurements. So far, host-based analysis has not been studied and we feel that host-based measurements are valuable for understanding host behaviors, and the way that they contribute to traffic within a network. For instance, network operators are often interested to know typical host characteristics such as durations, volumes and connections, so as to help monitor their customers’ service quality. Therefore, instead of packet or flow analysis, we are interested in grouping flows by hosts and analyzing those hosts. Since the hosts often produce more than one flow, we find that understanding network traffic only at a flow level unfortunately does not produce helpful summaries of host behaviors. Furthermore, we gain several advantages through using host-based analyses. Although per-flow analysis reduces information by grouping packets with common characteristics, multiple flows could originate from a single host; these flows could thus be grouped together since they have a common end-point. Analyzing network traffic per-host could narrow the focus towards a user perspective as the flows are grouped by an even more common characteristic, thereby removing the details of packets and flows. This allows network operators to work on higher abstract levels, as well as producing simpler observations with a diverse host behavior analysis. In this paper, we investigate various aspects of host beha-
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Figure 1. (a) three-tier network traffic model, (b) an illustration of host and flow lifetimes



viors, and attempt to observe generic and yet appealing notions that have not been considered by researchers or network operators before. We measured two university campus edge networks, so as to compare different host behaviors. We will first provide the definition of a host, and observe host behaviors in the network. In particular, we suggest that host behaviors such as host re-entry and host lifetimes are dynamic, and we will also investigate the correlations between various host attributes. The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In section II, we show our definitions of a host and describe our network traces. In section III, we observe host entry/exit/re-entry and lifetimes. Section IV conducts further host measurements to examine their sizes, rates and lifetimes to discover their relationships. Section V summarizes the paper and suggests further work. II.



MEASUREMENT PREPARATIONS



Host Definitions: We first clarify and explain the perceptions of a host in our study. Like the aforementioned definition of a flow, the definition of a host is as follows: ‘a series of flows that have either the same source or destination’. In other words, hosts appear simply as groups of flows. Thus, two host entities could be produced for each two-way flow, and each entity would also hold information such as duration, number of flows and their sizes. This is better explained by the illustrations shown in Figure 1. The lowest level of Figure 1(a) is concerned with the packet; the meter observes every packet on the link it monitors. At every collection interval of 60s, the observed packets are grouped (by 5-tuple) into flows, then these are again grouped (by IP address) into hosts thereby producing a flow- and a host-table. The host-table stores each IP host together with pointers to its flows, and the flow-table stores individual flows from the observed packets. Here, we say that a host enters the network when it is first observed, i.e., a host appears in the network that was not already in the current host-table. We then say that a host exits the network when packets or flows associated with it are no longer observed after an expiry timeout period, i.e., a host is inactive and assumed expired, to be cleared from the host-table. Thus, host-table size is basically the number of active hosts. To be more precise and consistent in our definition, we say that flows



TABLE I. Traces (24h) UoA 2006 [Auck06] 27-Jul-2006 UoW 2006 [Wits06] 30-Oct-2006
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and hosts are active as long as packets for them are observed. We call a host’s active duration its lifetime; the time interval between the first and last flow packets. A host’s lifetime is only computed for analysis when it is expired (thus, garbage collected from the memory). Expiry Timeout: For each interval, the meter checks on the flow expiry timeout so that if the flows do not see any new packets (e.g., flows are inactive) for more than the timeout, then they are assumed to be expired. Early work in [6] showed that shorter flow expiry timeouts tend to split longer flows into several short ones, thus smaller timeouts yield a larger number of flows, and a greater proportion of smaller flow lifetimes. Since observations using shorter or longer timeout did not affect the overall flow lifetime distributions or behaviors, our study uses a fixed interval of 64 seconds as a timeout value to expire flows. Here, host expiry timeout needs to be defined. We suggest two generic approaches: (1) expire a host immediately when all flows are expired, or (2) wait for an additional host inactive time (i.e., 64s) to finally expire a host. The first approach is to expire a host whenever it contains no flows, where a host can be inactive (i.e., no packets are seen from it) for as long as 64 seconds. The second approach is similar to that of flow expiry timeout where a host is to be expired when it contains no new flows for more than the timeout, i.e., a host can be inactive for as long as 128 seconds. We consider further studies of host expiry times could raise interesting observations, such as host-table memory tradeoffs. However, we find that both are valid approaches that do not affect the overall host behaviors in our study. Here, we use the second approach. Network Traces: we observe two one-day (24hr) traces from New Zealand campus networks: the University of Auckland captured using tcpdump (Auck06) and the University of Waikato (Wits06 [11]) captured using a DAG-based [1] monitor. A brief summary of the two traces is shown in Table 1. For Auck06, about 4.3 million total hosts are observed, where 1.3 million of them are unique hosts. This means that over half of
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A. Host arrival rates The packet inter-arrival times (IAT) distributions are well understood in local and wide area traffic [7, 8] where the consecutive (independent) packet arrivals follow a Poisson distribution. This implies that the IATs are exponentially distributed, which means that they appear as a straight line on a log-linear plot. Since flow IATs derive from the packets and host IATs derive from the flows, we expect the flow and host IATs to be the Poisson process as well. Figure 2(a) shows one-day log Complementary Cumulative Distribution Function (CCDF) plots for Wits06 of packet, flow and host IATs; we observe that all are approximately linear, i.e., they all have high proportions of small IATs and a decreasing number of long IATs. Similar to [8], we observe back-to-back IATs clustered (Figure 2(b)) around 5-6ߤs, exhibiting train-like behaviors. Figure 2(c) is a one-day time series plot of Auck06 showing the number of active hosts; we find that the high spike rises are caused by attack hosts from inbound networks (e.g., DDoS). These large numbers of active hosts are observed throughout the day and can reach as high as 70,000. Other than the high spikes generally, we observe a little less than 10,000 active hosts over time, and the plot shows that the number of active hosts increases during busy hours (e.g., between 7am and 1pm) and decreases during non-busy hours (e.g., between 1am to 5am). We also observe that almost all the entering hosts seemed to exit the network after short intervals as shown in Figure 2(d). Here, the most likely reason is that many hosts are short-lived and only a few are long-lived, generally causing the new hosts to be expired and thus dominating the plot. B. Host and flow lifetimes We measure the overall host lifetimes in network, and we considered two main questions. First, are the host lifetime distributions similar to that of the flows? Second, do the host lifetimes depend on some particular behavior? To address the first question, Figure 3 is a Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) plot showing flow and host lifetimes. A lifetime less than 1ms shows that those hosts or flows lasted virtually zero seconds. The causes were studied in [10] and are mostly due to malicious single-packets flows, where a single-flow host contains only a single packet. In other words, a flow or host lifetime cannot be found since the traffic monitor requires at least two packets to compute duration. Such behaviors include portscans enumerating various hosts inside the campus network. Comparing flow lifetimes between our two traces, about 23% of flows are single-packet flows, Auck06 has 10% more
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In this section, we observe various aspects of hosts entering the network. Specifically, we are interested to understand the arrival rates of (new) hosts, host lifetimes, and their re-entry process behaviors.
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Figure 2. (a,b) Wits06: inter-arrival times for packets (bottom), flows (mid) and hosts (top) showing approximate Poisson distribution, (c) Auck06: oneday active host counts, (d) Auck06: one-hour host entry/exit counts 1 Auck06 (hosts) Auck06 (flows) Wits06 (hosts) Wits06 (flows)
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the hosts only entered (or appeared) once. In general, we observe about 30 times more inbound hosts (i.e., hosts originating from outside the campus network) than outbound hosts. Also, TCP dominates the volumes of the network, and there was very little traffic other than TCP and UDP.
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Figure 3. CDF of flows and hosts vs their lifetimes



flows lasting 10s onwards (presumably indicating that Auck06 has more file-transfers). For host lifetimes, Auck06 has a higher proportion (51%) of single-packet hosts than Wits06 (40%). When compared to flows, this indicates that anomaly hosts contribute to a fairly large proportion of the total observed hosts, and many hosts seem to produce more than one flow. The rest of the host lifetime proportions are similar for both of the traces. For instance, both have about 24% of their hosts that lasted more than 10s, and about 0.5% of their hosts lasted more than 1000s. Additionally, a greater proportion of longer-lived hosts are observed than flows, presumably because there are several hosts producing more than one flow thereby lasting longer. Also, increasing the expiry timeout (for flows and hosts) to 256s (not shown) slightly increased the appearance of longer-lived hosts. Overall, we observe that flow and host lifetime distributions are similar for both networks. C. Host re-entry While hosts enter and exit, we find that not all hosts that exit expire permanently: some of the expired hosts regularly reenter the network. That is, hosts that were once inactive (e.g., 128s) and assumed to have expired, often reappear in the network. These host re-entry behaviors are not unusual, prompting
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Figure 4. (a) Percentages of re-entering hosts, (b) Auck06: CDF of idle time for re-entering hosts
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D. Host connection and repetition ratio We now consider host connections in more detail. In particular, we speculate whether re-entering hosts communicate with previously-connected hosts. For example, if a host reappears in the network, does it connect to the previous hosts or to different hosts? Clearly, keeping all of the previous host records for each host over a whole day is infeasible since any host might connect to the previous destination IP addresses. Thus, we only keep track of each host’s previously connected IP addresses; when this host reappears we then match its destination IP address. In this, we find average ‘repetition ratios’ by matching the consecutive host’s reappearance. For instance, assuming that a host was communicating with one host and exited the network, and it now re-enters by connecting to the same host as previously, then the repetition ratio would be 100%, however if it was also connecting to two additional hosts, then the ratio would be 33%. In other words, 0% repetition ratio would mean that a host had not connected to any of the hosts that were previously connected, and 100% repetition ratio implies that a host connects to only to hosts that were connected to previously.
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us to investigate host re-entry in more detail. Of all the unique hosts observed, about 20% and 40% of hosts reappeared in Auck06 and Wits06 respectively, and the rest of the hosts appeared only once. Figure 4(a) is a histogram plot (excluding the hosts that did not re-enter) showing percentages of hosts vs the number of times they reappeared. Both of the networks have similar contributions of re-entering hosts, e.g., more than 36% of hosts re-entered once, 23% of hosts re-entered twice and so on. Surprisingly, we also observe a tiny fraction of hosts that re-entered more than 512 times. Furthermore, a host that reenters often tends to last longer than one that re-enter less. We next measure the idle times of those hosts that re-enter the network. That is, we find the average idle times for each host by computing the consecutive time gaps between the last seen and re-entry times. Here, Figure 4(b) shows a CDF of hosts that re-entered the network vs their average idle time. Generally the shapes are similar for both outbound and inbound traffic. We find that more than 50% of hosts have reappeared within one hour, but we observe slightly asymmetric idle times between outbound and inbound hosts. That is, inbound hosts tend to reappear with rather longer idle times. For instance, 80% of outbound hosts reappeared within three hours but only 70% of inbound reappeared within three hours.
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Figure 5. Auck06: (a) outbound and inbound host repetition ratios, (b) CDF of host repetition ratios, separated by their re-entry counts



Our measured repetition ratio plots are shown in Figure 5(a). Several host behaviors are observed; two immediate observations are that about 24% of all hosts have a 0% repetition ratio, and 24% (outbound) and 43% (inbound) of all hosts have 100% repetition ratios. The repetition ratios other than 0% and 100% are seldom observed. Also, we observe that outbound hosts were much less likely than inbound hosts to have a 100% repetition ratio. That is due to the fact that many inbound hosts are DNS servers that frequently only connect to our dedicated outbound servers. Despite this, Figure 5(a) may be misleading, because many hosts only re-enter once or twice (as shown in Figure 4(a)), which could easily bias the overall distribution of repetition ratios. Figure 5(b) shows CDF repetition ratio plots for various host re-entry counts, exhibiting two effects. First, hosts that reentered between one and three times dominate the contributions and they resemble Figure 5(a). The rest of the hosts behave differently; hosts with a 0% repetition ratio make a less significant contribution. Second, at least 20% of all hosts that re-entered have 100% repetition ratios. For instance, some of the hosts that re-entered more than 64 times still connect to the same hosts as previously. These behaviors mostly suggest that if hosts re-enter the network a few times, then they are likely to return with either 0% or 100% repetition ratios. If they re-enter many times, then still about 20% of them would return 100% repetition ratio. To summarize, we observe that many short-lived hosts enter and exit the network immediately, and many of those contain only a single flow, and a single-packet. Furthermore, between 20% and 40% of unique hosts re-enter after they are assumed to have left the network. Some of those reappear as many as 512 times or more. Of those re-entry hosts, more than 50% re-enter within one hour and up to 80% re-enter within three hours. Also, many of these reappearing hosts either connect to the same hosts as previously, or to completely different hosts.
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Figure 6. (a) Distribution of per-host flows, (b) Auck06: Host lifetime distributions of per-host flows, (c) Wits06: As for Figure 6(b), but with anomaly hosts excluded. Note that when plotted using per-host sizes and per-host host-connections, the distributions are similar to per-host flows.



IV.



HOST OBSERVATIONS AND CORRELATIONS



In this section, we separate groups of hosts into several range sets; flow counts, sizes (i.e., bytes transferred) and host connections, according to their lifetime distributions. We then attempt to find various correlations for host attributes. A. Host distributions: flow counts, sizes, host connections Figure 6(a) shows percentages of flows produced by the hosts; we observe that more than 90% of hosts produced between one and three flows and then expired. Overall, host lifetime distributions for both traces are similar, including the outbound and inbound hosts. In particular, hosts that produced one flow with only a single packet were most common. Also, there are very few hosts that produced many flows. For instance, less than 0.1% produced between 4 and 15 flows and less than 0.001% of hosts produced more than 256 flows. Similarly, Figure 6(b,c) show six different sets of flows vs their lifetimes, ranging from hosts that produced from one flow to 1024 flows or more. Here, Figure 6(b) is a separation of host lifetimes by their flows from Figure 6(a) of Auck06 (distributions for Wits06 were very similar and are thus not shown). As mentioned previously, about 51% of all hosts lasted zero seconds and contained only a single-packet flow. The rest of the hosts producing between 4 and 63 flows seemed to follow a lognormal distribution, e.g., there are a few hosts that had short or long lifetimes, and we clearly observe that hosts with higher flow counts last longer. That is, the number of flows per host seems to be correlated with their lifetimes. However, hosts producing more than 256 flows (and 1024 flows) do not follow a similar distribution; instead, lifetimes up to 0.5s contributed more than 10%. Such behaviors were not expected since it is abnormal for hosts to produce many flows in such a short time; this behavior was apparent not only in Auck06, but also in Wits06. To further investigate the varieties of the hosts so as to remove such anomalies, we first inspect and eliminate hosts with single-packet flow (lasting zero seconds), then also eliminate hosts from the distribution if they contained more than 90% one-way flows. We believe that if the hosts produce legitimate flows, then they should produce two-way flows instead of single-packet flows. Figure 6(c) shows the Wits06 trace with the anomalies eliminated; now all the host lifetime distributions appear to be approximately lognormal distributions. In general the top and bottom 5% of their



plots suggest that there are small proportions of hosts that last shorter (or longer) than the majority of a given set of flows. Further, when we separate hosts by their sizes and by their number of host connections vs their lifetimes, we find similar observations to that of Figure 6 (those plots are not shown). For example, we observe that a host with small size tends to be short-lived, and a host that connects to many other hosts tends to be long-lived. B. Host attribute correlations In a flow analysis, the authors in [13] considered three flow attributes (size, rate, duration), and found that flow size and rates are strongly correlated. Again, since the rate is not defined for single-packet flows, we ignore hosts that last less than 5s, with size less than 1kB. Due to the large range of attribute values, we compute their log correlation. More precisely, we compare hosts with seven attributes. Thus, each host has: (1) size transmitted in bytes, (2) number of flows produced, (3) number of hosts connected, (4) size-rate (bytes per second), (5) flow-rate (flows per second), (6) host-rate (hosts per second), and (7) lifetime (duration). Table II shows correlation matrices for these attributes in our two networks. All hosts are first listed in the row field with their seven variables listed in the column field, to compute the correlation coefficients for every combination. Thus, each field in the table represents coefficient values for two attributes, showing Auck06 (left) and Wits06 (right). In general, both networks are found to be similar. Note that a correlation coefficient assumes two variables’ linearity, and whether these are strongly or weakly correlated are not dependent on the actual number (e.g., 1, 0, -1), but in comparison with other coefficients. Here, we consider that attribute pairs are highly correlated if they are close to or more than 0.5. Although, it is appealing to extract individual hosts to find out exact causes and reasons, we discuss only a few general observations of host correlations. Positively correlated: We find that numerous host attribute pairs are positive correlated. In particular, ‘size vs size-rate’ is highly correlated, exhibiting close results as in [13], i.e., a host transmitting a large size also tends to do so at a fast rate. Also, ‘flow vs host’ shows that a host producing multiple flows is likely to connect to multiple hosts. Another highly correlated attribute pair is ‘flow vs lifetime’ which shows that longerlived hosts produce more flows, whereas a ‘host vs lifetime’ is



TABLE II. Log-Scale size (1) flow (2) host (3) size-rate (4) flow-rate (5) host-rate (6) lifetime (7)



SUMMARY OF CORRELATION COEFFICIENT FOR [AUCK06], [WITS06]



PH: Highly-Positive Correlated, PC: Positive Correlated, NH: Highly-Negative Correlated, NC: Negative Correlated, UC: Uncorrelated size (1) flow (2) host (3) size-rate (4) flow-rate (5) host-rate (6) lifetime (7) --------------PC [0.41], [0.27] ------------UC [0.03], [-0.10] PH [0.53], [0.57] ----------PH [0.72], [0.70] UC [0.06], [-0.19] NC [-0.17], [-0.36] --------UC [0.11], [0.08] PC [0.43], [0.38] PC [0.25], [0.20] PC [0.35], [0.29] ------UC [-0.10], [-0.09] UC [0.03], [-0.08] PC [0.39], [0.27] PC [0.19], [0.28] PH [0.62], [0.56] ----PC [0.32], [0.16] PH [0.45], [0.58] PC [0.28], [0.39] NH [-0.43], [-0.58] NH [-0.43], [-0.58] NH [-0.40], [-0.51] ---



only weakly correlated. Such behaviors are presumably because often users browse a few websites (host connections), but individual web-objects generate new flows during their lifetime. Also, ‘flow-rate vs host-rate’ is highly correlated, showing that the rate that a host produces flows also increases with the rate of host connections. This is because many short-lived hosts ‘burst out’ connections. Negatively correlated: We observe that all size-, flow- and host-rates are highly (negative) correlated with their lifetimes. This shows that a host transmitting files at a high rate is likely to last a shorter time, or similarly, a host with a high flow/host-rate tends to last a shorter time. Also, we observe that ‘host vs size-rate’ are weakly correlated. For instance, a host transmitting files at a high rate tends to connect fewer hosts (e.g., a user decides to wait for transmissions and does not attempt newer host connections). We observe that ‘size vs host’, ‘size vs flow-rate’ and ‘size vs host-rate’ are uncorrelated. Presumably, a user’s file sizes may or may not affect the number of host connections, or the rate of flows. Similarly, ‘flow vs size-rate’ and ‘flow vs hostrate’ are also uncorrelated. We repeated the correlation test again with the anomaly hosts removed (Section IV-A) and observe several differences. Although overall coefficients are not greatly changed, we observe three pairs of attributes that changed significantly. First, ‘flow vs host-rate’ changed from uncorrelated to negative correlated. Second, ‘host vs host-rate’ changed from positive correlated to uncorrelated. Lastly, ‘hostrate vs lifetime’ became even more highly-negative correlated to about -0.75. These changes demonstrate the various behaviors that anomalies could cause. To summarize, a host producing various flows, sizes and host connections seems to be related with their lifetimes, for example, a long-lived host tends to produce many flows, transmit large sizes and connects to multiple hosts. Also, we observe a few exceptions such as anomaly host behaviors producing numerous flows that are short-lived. Further, our correlation matrix shows host dynamics in various ways, for instance, ‘size vs size-rate’ is highly-positive correlated, all the rates are negatively correlated with their lifetimes, and there are a few differences between anomaly hosts inclusion and exclusion. V.



CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK



In this paper, we present host-based analysis and compare it to the more typical flow-based measurements. In particular, we find that that hosts are highly dynamic, and need to be better understood. We examined various aspects of host behaviors



such as host re-entry and lifetimes. For instance, many hosts are short-lived, at least 20% to 40% of hosts re-enters the network, with many hosts reappearing within a few hours, and those hosts seemed to either connect to the same previous hosts or to completely different hosts. Furthermore, our host attribute correlations showed various relationships, for example, host size and size-rate are highly positive-correlated. Further work is necessary as we think that our host-based measurement is an ongoing project leading to further analysis of host behaviors. In particular, we think that grouping the hosts by associating host-to-host relationships allows a more comprehensive analysis. Also, our work has not conducted host traffic modeling which could better help us to understand host behaviors. ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS The authors are thankful to Perry Lorier from the University of Waikato [11] for providing Wits06 traces and helpful information regarding them.
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